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PROFESSOR C. W. MENDELL
TO GIVE MOORE LECTURE
Topic on Shakespeare's Adaption
of Sophocles' and Seneca's
Original Themes

LETTERMEN NAME CAREY
AND SLOWIK TO CAPTAIN
COURT AND SWIM TEAMS

NOTICE
With this issue is enclosed a ballot containing questions relating
to five important questions of today. · This poll is being conducted
by the Brown "Daily Herald". in a
nation-wide survey to determine
student opinions on the subjects.
Your cooperation and assistance is
asked in this undertaking. Please
mark your ballot and deposit it in
the box in the Union which will be
provided for that purpose.

This Friday evening Professor
Clarence Whittlesey Mendell will present the annual Moore Lecture in the
Auditorium. The Moore Lecture, an
annual affair, was set up by. the will
of the late Charles E. Moore, an alumnus of the College. A sum of money
was bequeathed to the college with
the stipulation that it was to be used
for the promotion of the study of
GreeK. Each year some man, eminent
in the classical fi eld, is invited to Ten Men to Work as Heelers for
present the lecture.
Next Year's Ivy-Election
Professor M-endell of Yale was
in May Will Name Heads
graduated from Yale University in
•
1904. In 1905 he receiv.ed his M. A.,· Thursday, March 17-At the meetand in 1910 his F1h.D. From 1907 ing of the Sophomore Class held in
to 1911 he was an instructor in Latin the Cafeteria, Ralph R. Shelley of
at Yale, and in 1911 he became an Swarthmore, Pa., was re-elected for
assistant professor of Greek and Latin his third term as President of the
at Yale, a post which he held until Class of 1940. Thomas McLaughlin
1919, when he was appointed the of Bristol was elected Vice-President,
Dunham professor of Latin Language and Alvin Hopkins of Philadelphia,
and Literature. In 1926 he became ·Pa., was re-elected Secretary-TreasDean of Y a!~ College. Professor urer.
Mendell also served as Chairman of
Two innovations of the class were
the Board of AthJ.etic Control from voted upon at this time. Ten men
1919-1925. During the war he was we1'€ chosen from the class to serve
with the American Military Intel- as heelers for the 1939 Ivy. These
ligence in Paris, and immediately men serve an "apprenticeship" of six
after the close, in 1918-1919, he was weeks, until a further election in May
an assistant to the territorial experts elevates two of them, one to the posiof the American Commission to tion of Editor-in-chief of the 1940
Negotiate Peace. Among the various Ivy and the other to .the position of
clubs and academic societies of which Business Manager. The following
he is a member are included the m<!n were elected: For the Editorial
American Philology Association, the Staff: George W. Dodge, James S.
Archaeological Institute of America, Neill, Anthony E. Loscalzo, Edwin
the National Collegi<tt€ Athletic As- Charles, and Donald J. Smith; for the
sociation, the Classical Association of Business Board· Charles Starr Her·
'
Great Britain, the Classical Assqcia- bert Bland Albert Van Duzer Ray'
'
tion of New England, and the frater-. mond Ferguson ani Ian Hanna
'
·
nities of Beta Theta Pi and Phi Beta
It was also suggested at the meetKappa.
ing that the Sophomore Class have
&sides being a contributor for a stag party in the near future
classical magazines, Professor Men- Several suggestions concerning the·
dell has published, "Sentence Con- nature of the party were discussed
nection in Tacitus" (1911); "Latin and President Shelley appointed HerSentence Connection" (1917); "Pro- bert Bland and James Neill as co·
.
metheus" (1926); and "Jeanne d'Arc" cha1rmen
of a comm1ttee to work out
further details.
(Continued on page 2.)

Nine Athletes Added to Varsity
Club at Annual Winter
Sports Banquet

23 LETTERS AWARDED
Oosting Calls Season a Generally
Successful One-Frosh Teams
Receive First Numerals

Tuesday, March 15 Professor
Edward L. Troxell, head of the
Geology Department, addressed a
gathering of the Connecticut Society
of Civil Engineers this evening at
their annual dinner ·at the Hartford
Club, on "The Geologist in the Lighter Mood." Mr. Troxell and Governor
Cross were the principal speakers of
the evening.
The Engineers were
also read an engineering paper the
next day by Mr. Henry W. Buck, who
has taken the place of Professor
Rogers in the Engineering Department while the latter is on his sabbatical leave.
The talk delivered by Professor
Troxell was a summary of a trip he
made last summer as guest of Mr.
Curtis H. Veeder, famous inventor
and scientist, and friend of Trinity
College. Mr. Veeder is known as the
inventor of the cyclometer.
The
speech commenced 'With wha.'t Mr.
Troxell cal1ed the "dimensions" of the
trip. The party covered 11,300 miles
in 51 days. Their course led them
from the highest peak in the United
States, Mt. Whitney, to the lowest
level in the country which is in Death
Valley. Their trip ran from mountain tops to !~vel plains, from glac-

iated country to volcanoes and deep
canyons.
On the first lap of the trip Mr.
Trox,ell went northward into Canada,
along the Ottawa River to North Bay
and to the east end of Lake Superior.
At this point the party had to come
back into the United States, since
there was no possible way of going
around the north side of Lake Superior by automobile. At this point Mr.
Troxell showed some colored slides
and films which he had taken himself during the remainder of the trip;
altogether he took 350 slid<!s and 800
feet of film.
One reel took the party from White
Face Mountain past Lake Superior,
the Ore Docks, and great grain elevators, thence across the broad Canadian plains to Jasper Park. Both the
still and moving pictures showed the
beauty and ruggedness of the Canadian Park. Another reel showed the
harvesting of grain in Northern
Idaho where twelve or more horses
pulled the "Combine", which not only
cuts the grain but threshes it, and
then it is dropped off the machine in
sack~ ready for the market.
In contrast to this, was another picture of
(Continued on page 2.)

SHEPARD LEADS FORUM
CONTROVERSY ON PEACE

DR. THOMAS LECTURES
ON ELECTRICAL FINDS
"Adventures in Electricity" is
Presented Under Auspices of
Hartford Engineers' Club
Wednesday, March 16-In the auditorium of the chemistry building Dr.
.Phillips Thomas, of the Westinghouse
Electric Company, gave an interesting
lecture, entitled "Adventures in Elec
tricity." The lecture was given under
the auspices of the Hartford Engi
neers' Club. "Adventures in Electricity" has been presenred before more
than a thousand audiences and has
always been highly praised.
Dr.
Thomas' excellent method of presentation added a great deal to the in
terest of the lecture.
As an introduction to his lecture,
Dr. Thomas revealed several facts
about the men who are responsible
for the interesting and useful inventions about which he later spoke. His
experiences and close contact with the
scientists in the Westinghouse laboratories in Pittsburgh have qualified
him thoroughly to talk on the lives
and work of these men of science.
The exhibit included seven demonstrations of electrical phenomena, all
of which have been put to practical
service. The lecture dealt with the
functions of these devices, and traced
their origin to theoretical problems
and practical necessity.
The first device which Dr. Thomas
demonstrated WM caiJ.ed a "Precipi(Continued on page 3.)

Monday, March 21-Nine men were
admitted to the Varsity Club tonight
at the annual Winter Sports Banquet
held at the Commons. John E. Slowik of Hartford was elected captain Upholds Democracy as Solution
of the 1939 swimming team and John
For World Peace; Says
H. Carey, also of Hartford, was
U. S. Idealistic
elected leader of next year's basketball forces, at the dinner presided
Monday, March 14 - The . Forum
over by Ray Oosting, director of ath- gathered for another of its meetings,
letics. The nine men admitted to the and had the privilege of hearing ProVa1·sity Club were swimmers Gus fessor Shepard speak on the vital and
Heusser, Whitey Johnson, and Don timely subject of "Our Hope for
Smith; basketball• rmen, Ray Fergu- Peace."
son, Hank Keane, Bob Randall, and
"In one sense we are all pq,cifists,"
James Collins; and managers of said Professor Shepard, "for no one
swimming and basketball, Art Sher- wants to die."
We also desire t •J
man and Willys Peterson, respectively. preserve civilization, he maintained,
Coach Oosting summarized the but we are subject to the cunning
performances of the various winter influence of designing persons who
sports seasons. He pointed out that can ''poison wells of thought" by
the seasons were on the whole sue- twisting words. As an aid to peace
cessful.
The varsity basketballers those who hav•e the ability to examine
won six and lost six contests; the words an-:! discover their significances,
varsity swimmers were successful in that is, the educated people, should
six out of nine meets; the freshman consider propaganda in its true light.
basketball team wJ'n 1.h1e and lost Dr. Shepard mentioned Stuart. Chase's
five, and the frosh mermen took two "Tyranny of Words" and Robinson's
victories in six meets. Mr. Oosting "Mind in the Making" as two books
made special mention of the varsity illustrating how words are easily
swimmers, stating that the record modified and changed so that their
1
was the best made since the sport was intended meaning is far different
introduced at Trinity. He then pre- from their effect.
The rules and schedule for the
sen ted the coach of the swimming team,
p f
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d
t· ed by
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bridge tournament
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a. nity Council. The initial matches will
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.
·
. t e rea11s seems a 1ways o e wm- begin tonight and are scheduled to
who received letters were: Captam .
h'
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e
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otten, ohn
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Ak- .
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.
times o
ns an
a o.
e rea - matches must be held on each Tuessom1tas, Bob Connar, Bob Mmr, Art .
I
'd d h
t
.
1st has a ways cons1 ere t e ou er day and Thursday of the week. Each
A nderson, Gus H eusser, Whitey
l
h
th 'd I' t
J 0 h nson, D'ICk H'll
1 • D on sm 1·t h • an d facts and. events, w ereas
ld f e h1 ea hIs .fraternity is to be represented by two
Art Sherman, Manager.
Captain has cons1dered the wor o t oug t. teams.
The belief of the realist has been that
The schedule follows:
Motten was also awarded a gold
.
watch charm for having won his var- facts are wha~ they are, an~ Wll~ ~e Tuesday, March 22:
sity letter four times.
The fresh- what they w1ll be.
The 1deal1st s Delta Psi vs. Alpha Tau Kappa
man swimmers who received numeral's belief has been that . human wishes, Alpha Chi Rho vs. Sigma Nu
were: Bob Broatch, Ed Conway, AI hopes, and fears are important, and Delta Phi vs. Alpha D<!lta Phi
Randall, Bob Adams, Don Day, Frank that they are the facts which govern Delta Kappa Epsilon vs. Psi Upsilon
Thursday, March 24:
Smith, and Herb Feldman.
history.
Professor Oosting then said a few
Dr. Shepard said that this country Delta Psi vs. Alpha Chi Rho
words about the 1938 basketball cam- today tends toward idealism. Ideal- Alpha Tau Kappa vs. Sigma Nu
paign. He ranked Captain Jim Ken- ism is more widespread than ever Delta Phi vs. Psi Upsilon
ney as one of the most outstandmg before. Its strength cannot be defi- Alpha Delta Phi vs. Delta Kappa
Epsilon
basketball players he has coached nirely estimated, for no such gaug~
He presented Jim with a gold basket- as statistics exists. The humanistic Tuesday, March 29:
ball in recognition of his having won mind only can be aware of it. The Delta Psi vs. Sigma Nu
his varsity letter three years in a source of measure will not be found Alpha Tau Kappa vs. Alpha Chi Rho
row. Those who received varsity in science, but will be found rathe1· Delta Phi vs. Delta Kappa Epsilon
letters in basketball were: Captain in individual characters.
Idealism Alpha Delta Phi vs. Psi Upsilon
Kenney, Art Mountford, Bob O'Mal- has been poured into a great peace Thursday, March 31:
ley, Ray Ferguson, Hank Keane, Dick movement for the salvation of the Delta Psi vs. D-elta Phi
Lindner, Ed Morris, Bob Randall, AI things we love. This peace move- Alpha Tau Kappa vs. Alpha Delta Phi
Hopkins, Jim Collins, Jack Carey, and mentis a recent thing. One hundred Alpha C.hi Rho vs. Delta Kappa
Epsilon
Willys Peterson, Manager. The fresh- years ago the first peace movement
men who were awarded their basket- was established, but · pioneers in this Sigma Nu vs. P'si Upsilon
ball numerals were: Don Walsh, Jack field did little to convert the public. Tuesday, April 19:
Crockett, Moe Borsrein, Bob Harris, Emerson found something congenial Delta Psi vs. Alpha Delta Phi
Dick Hanley, Ray Thomsen, Cullen and manly in war. Today men wr.o Alpha Tau Kappa vs. Delta Kappa
Epsilon
Roberts, and Stan Eno, Manager.
say this are ignorant, stupid, or out
The intramural awards were also of date. The man who wants war i'> Alpha Chi Rho vs. Psi Upsilon
made. The water baseball trophy considered to be an ignorant fool, Sigma Nu vs. Delta Phi
was won by Alpha Delta Phi, the showing that definite progress has Thursday, April 21:
swimming trophy became the per- been made in the outlook of mankind. Delta Psi vs. Psi Upsilon
manent possession of Psi Upsilon by War advocates have been converted. Alpha Tau Kappa vs. Delta Psi
virtue of its third victory in the Tremendous changes have taken place Alpha Chi Rho vs. Alpha Delta Phi
competition. The Sidney T . Miller in methods and means of fighting in Sigma Nu vs. Delta Kappa Epsilon
squash racquets cup went to St. the last thirty years.
War is Tuesday, April 26:
Anthony, who won the first leg on "damned dirty, dull, and dangerous." Delta Psi vs. Delta Kappa Epsilon
the new trophy, and the Peter Ogilby Tennyson, who actually knew notb- Alpha Tau Kappa vs. Psi Upsilon
basketball cup was won by Neutral ing about war, praised the Crimean Alpha Chi Rho vs. Delta Phi
Sigma Nu vs. Alpha Delta Phi
(Continued on page 3.)
(Continued on page 4.)

SHELLEY IS ELECTED
BY SOPHOMORE CLASS

Geologist's Lighter Mood is Subject
of Troxell Lecture at Engineers' Dinner

CHEMISTRY MOVIES
The Department of Chemistry
wishes to announce that it will
present five reels of motion pictures dealing with micro-chemistry
in the Auditorium of the Chemistry Laboratory at 4 p. m. on Wednesday, March 23. The pictures
will be of interest to everyone, and
all are invited to attend.
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The Cobra can't take it. Last week
he attended a dance at New Britain
Teachers ColJ.ege and had a great time
with the mob that was there. At one
point in the proceedings, after bumping into each and ev.ery couple on the
floor, he remarked that he had nev·e r
taken such a beating in all his years
on the football team. Maybe the
Giants should inv.e stigate!

* *

We were very interested to note
that Ralph Shelley is to be converted
from a third sacker to a catcher.
Last year he was changed from a
catcher to a third baseman. In fact,
except ior last year, he has played
behind the plate ever since he was
old enough to hold a catcher's glov.e.

* *

We heard rumors that there are
those who doubt our veracity on last
week's beer bottle story. For those
few doubtful Toms we will give a
demonstration upon request.

• *
Class elections reached a climax
at .t he Sophomore Class voting last
week. Except for one office, there
was only one man nominated for each
job. That's the tops in political
systems. There's a class that's really
organized.

* *

This week w:e're sore as h- at
ourself. W,e heard a swell joke, story;
or tale of some sort last week which
we were asked iiot to quote. We
made a mental nilte to be sure and
have it in mind for this column. But
now that the time has come for this
thing to be written we've gone and
forgotten the whole episode.

**

Phil 8 provided amusement of a
sort in Eccy 4 last week. The Phil
Buainess Staff
course was having a demonstration
Albert VanDuzer, '40
John H. Ewing, '41
in the Music Room, and someone
started to play "America." Immediately. the boy scout in the Eccy students came to the fore, and they
REGARDING ELECTIONS
started j;o stand up. The prof sat
We had hoped that during this year it would not be necessary them down with, .! 'Gentlemen, gentleto show displeasure at the prevailing system of college politics. men, we haven't 'cteclared war yet."
Logically' or not, we reasoned that the issue had been thrashed Doesn't sound vr!ry optimistic, does
he?
,

out more than once, and that the student body had been taken to
task with a certain degree of regularity. That in itself should
cause an improvement, however small-at any rate, that was the
underlying hope beneath editorial criticisms. Instead, class politics in elections are becoming more openly flagrant to such a point
that it is time a survey be taken of a rotten and none too fragrant
system.
Last year after much controversy class dues were put on the
undergraduate's college bill. Henceforth, members of the three
upper classes who had dues paid up through last June were eligible
to vote without further obligations. Its purpose was an attempt
to remedy the lethargic attitude of the student who was just too
lazy to pay his dues to his class treasurer. With this small fee
compulsory for all, there was a feeling that class meetings would
be better attended and more representative. Particularly pleasant was the prospect that the fraternity men and the neutrals
would be on an equal footing. Thus far that feeling has not been
realized by any means. At the recent meeting of the Juniors
twenty-three members did the job of electing, and only a slightly
higher number attended the Sophomore gathering - certainly,
neither.of these records is one to be proud of. Even though every
person is entitled to a vote, the majority of the students continues
to remain the same slipshod, lackadaisical group.
Of course, we have with us always the factions in elections.
Instead of waning, its strength appears to be waxing ever stronger. Elections have degenerated to nothing but a game of giveand-take. In one instance the elections were questionably conducted, when members delinquent in dues were permitted to cast
votes. Since this situation exists, there seems to be little justification for having class officers when these posts are kicked
around like so many footballs. Theoretically, the offices are ones
of honor, filled by members chosen by a class with at least a
show of an impartial attitude. Certainly, differences of opinion
result, and individual men have their supporters, at the same time
with fairness preserved. The college, however, is hardly worthy
of commendation for the manner in which honors have been al'lowed to be tainted and soiled. Factional strife has succeeded
only in producing contempt, and yet the scramble continues.
No reason is evident why the status quo should be maintained.
The two remedies would be to clean up or to abolish. Apparently,
the former has proved a signal failure, and abolishment of the
offices is not an entirely unwelcome idea.
At any rate, hard
feelings would be saved, for these bi-annual occasions always
produce sharply-drawn lines. It would seem far better to eliminate the appendages which are the playthings for petty wardheelers than to allow further misunderstandings to arise among
classes already divided.

**

By E. A. Charles, '40
Discusses Language of the Bible
and Its History in the New
While the varsity track squad runs
and Old Testament
through its paces under the guiding
In Wednesday morning Chapel Dr.
Edward My.ers, assistant Professor of
Linguistics, gave a talk on the
language of the Bible. He pointed
out that the language must be traced
back to about the y;ear 8000 B. C.,
when there was a great exodus from
the Arabian desert of the Semetics.
They went into Mesopotamia and
mingled with the inhabitants who
were called Sumerians. In 4000 B. C.
there was another retreat of the
Semetic people from the desert and
the group wandered into Palestine.
They remained in Palestine and were
known as the Philistines. A few
centuries later another group of
wanderers came out of the desert and
made their way into Palestine and
mingled with the Philistines and
other blood relations. The first
records were found in letters written
at this time, and here for the first
time one learns of the Hebrew race.
When the Hebrews came out of the
desert they brought with them a
languag.e of their own, known as
Classical Aramaic.
The first bit of writing in the
Bible was the fifth chapter of the
Book of Judges which was accomplished about the ninth century before Christ, and was written in Classical Hebrew. This language was
used until about the fourth century
when Aramaic began to replace the
Classical Hebrew. At the end of the
third century the Canon of the Old
Testament was closed. It was decided
that no more Books would be allowed,
and this marked the end of Classical
•
Hebrew.
At the end of the fourth century
Asia Minor was coming under the
rule of Greece. As a result of the
Hellenization of Asia Minor the
Greek language became popular
throughout the empire. About 50
A. D. almost everyone spoke Greek
and the New Testament was thus
written in ·t his language, although the
authors of the new books were still
influenced by the old Aramaic tongue.
It was a mixture of the two languages and was known as common
Gr.eek, which is quite different from
Classical Greek.
In summing up one finds that the
Old Testament is written partly in
Classical Hebrew and partly in
Aramaic, while the New Testament
is written in a mixture of Greek and
Aramaic.

Upon looking tfirough old IVY records, we discovered that there were
no class books for the years 1923 ·a nd
1924. This seemell a little odd, so we
snooped around to see if we couldn't
find out what Uh'e
ory was. Two
of the faculty are members of one of
those classes and they volunteered
this information. It seems that during one o-f the those y-ears. the class
finances ran a little low. And no
wonder that was the case. The boys
were paying fifteen smackers for
MENDELL LECTURE
tickets to the Junior Prom.
(Continued from page 1.)
For the sake of this year's promtrotters we're glad the class book (1931). On April 8 at the meeting
staff got their dough before the in Boston of the Classical Association
dance committee did.
of New England, Dr. Mendell will
read a paper, entitled "Virgil's Work**
Trinity's boxing battle of the cen- manship."
tury is in the near future with the
It is expected .t hat Professor Menunlimited weight championship hang- dell will deV<elop the subject of
ing in the balance. Kid Harris, the "Sophocles, Seneca, and Shakespeare"
fighting fool from Philly, heavy- in the following way. Taking the
weight champion of the college, has themes of Sophocles' works, he will
at last been challenged for his title. show how they were borrowed and
His challenger is the Utica Terror, used by Seneca, ·a nd finally how
Osborne. The Terror, who has been Shakespeare in his turn made his own
the winner of many fights, promises adaptations of Sophocles' original
a fight that will be plenty hot. Both plots.
men are training like mad, and sparStudents who wish to attend the
ring partners are in great need, since lecture should procure tickets immeprevious ones have not lasted very diately from the secretary of the
long with the Kid and the Terro:r.
chemistry department.
Admission
B. U. D., Ltd. will be by ticket only.

TROXELL TALK
(Continued from page 1.)
the Dust Bowl with a whirlwind passing over some abandoned forms of
farm implements.
Professor Troxell made the state.
,
ment in the lecture that the engmeers
answer to the Dust Bowl Problem
was the Grand Coulee Dam; and proceeded to show by film the progress
being made upon the dam. This construction, which is being built to cross

1
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the Columbia River, will be the largest work of its sort in the world. It
is 400 feet long.
The system of
moving belts is being used in its construction; the belts carry the waste
rock a mile away and in returning
bring construction materials for the
dam. Work takes place every day
for the entire twenty-four hours;
Christmas and the Fourth of July
constitute the only holidays during
the year.
From this point the party moved
to the Grand Canyon. This and the

eye of Ray Oosting, twenty-five
freshmen, interspersed among the
crowd of grunting, groaning, and all
but growling calisthentic enthusiasts
feverishly keep pace with the bellow
ing one .... two .. . .•three .... fours in
high hopes of doing and dying for
the Blue and Gold. That the varsity
is going to be deprived of some
mighty fine material due to the new
freshman ruling is a known fact, but
after a glance at some of the more
promising candidates, Ray is ready to
break out a new crying towel.
Jim Caffery, fo.r mer Frosh crosscountry flash, who took a first in the
annual varsity-frosh meet, promises
to be a crack miler, and may take a
crack at the 880. What a race a duel
between Tommy McLaughlin, present
record-holder, and Caffery would
make! Jim, however, will be closely
pressed by Bill Harrigan, former
Bristol High star and Frosh crosscountry man, who consistently pushed
Caffery to the tape in the mile; and
should Caffery run the half-mile,
Harrigan could easily take care of the
mile and give all opposition some
stiff competition.
The most outstanding men among
the dashers are two lads who have
been down to a close 10-second 100
during the prep school days: Ryan
from Bulkeley High, who seems to
be a logical successor to Steve
Truex's abandoned crown next year;
and Kiley, a Phillips Andover product, who will probably take a crack
at the 220, and broad jump too. The
Freshmen seem to have been blessed
with an abundance of dashmen, as
Carpenter appears to be another
likely dashman and broad jumper,
and two Wethersfield Hig.h boysone figuring in Oosting's plans-Bill
Dexter in the 220, and Tyler in the
440 and shot: put.
In the jumps we find Cunningham,
from Hartford High, on the inside
track as far as the pole vault goes,
and Peddicord from Germantown
High taking a crack at the high
jump and possibly the pole vault.
R. Neill will be out after a broad
jumping berth.
Rainsford and Hanley will be trying their hand at the javelin; and
Wallace will endeavor to heave the
weights for the Blue and Gold. Secchiaroli, a reputedly good weightsman, will be out of competition due
to scholastic difficulties.

* •
Did you know that Ray Oosting is
going to don the professional robes
and give two courses at the summer
school ? One will be in the fundamentals of coaching basketball, and
the other in track, both being listed
as
th1-ee-hour
semester
credits
courses.

**

By the way..
.new uniforms
are being issued rto the varsity baseball squad, but no radical change in
design or color, except for a little
gold lining around the Trinity across
the chest-front .... Ray Oosting sent
out an S. 0. S. for more track aspirants last week. It seems that both
the frosh and varsity squads are not
too large.
. That Yale game is
the first one on the schedule and is
slated for the home diamond on the
20th of April (but w.e wonder ....
has anyone heard the weather
reports?).
return trip East were shown only by
still pictures.
These pictures ineluded, Zion Canyon, most beautiful;
Bryce Canyon, the most weird; Grand
Canyon, which surpasses all in size
and ruggedness.
Applause greeted
Professor Troxell's remark that he
was solTy the name of the dam on
the Colorado River was changed from
Hoover Dam to the Boulder Dam. It
was clear that the engineers have a
great affection for their fellow engineer who became President of the
United States.
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The Question-Was Hitler justified
in his confisc~tion of Austria?

The Answers:
R. S. Kerr, '41 :
Hitler was justified in his annexation of Austria. By so doing he accomplish~d a unification of a body
of the German people who long before
should have been a part of Germany.
By his annexation he merely continued a program inaugurated in
1740 by Frederick the Great when he
seized SHesia. This also was the
program carried out by the former
Kaiser. Although his ideal for the
unification of all German-speaking
peoples into one unified state is
admirable, his coercive methods
towards the political minorities in
districts under his power is unfair
and unjust.
L. Tibbals, '40 :
Hitler was not justified in his confiscation of Austria. It was a case
of taking a territory which did not
1·ightfully belong to him. The only
·theory that justifies his action is the
theory that "might is right." The
benefits that he expects Austria to
.(}eriv.e from his occupation exist only
in Hitler's mind. The only change
that will result from this territorial
_gain is increased regimentation, which
will control everything in the people's
lives.
E. A. Charles, '40:
No! The method Hitler employed
was v.ery objectionable--namely, the
use of force instead of a "real" plebiscite. The Anschluss gives Hitler
pnuch-needed natural ~esources, the
lack of which checked .h im from
previous use of more aggressive
tactics; and can only make Germany
a gr:eater power, and a threat to international peace.
P. J. Bilka, '40:
Np! . In the union of A.ustria with
Germany I see only a further extension o;f dictatorial powers.
The
Anschluss marks a victory for antisemitism, militant nationalism, and
:the suppression of liberty. That Hitler's action is not the expression of
a sentimental ideal to unite two
-German-speaking peoples, but that it
is solely a step to future central
European imperialism is evidenced by
the present repercussions in Czecho.slovakia and Lithuania. An already
precarious world peace is set rocking
with increased portentousness.

THOMAS LECTURE
(Continued from page 1.)
tron."
The Precipitron is used in
conjunction with air-conditioning, as
an air-purifier. Air which is passed
through this plant, is completely
cleared of all impurities by means of
an electrical charge of twenty thousand volts. All solid particles in the
air, including organic matter, are
charged with this current and then
attracted to oppositely charged plates.
The usefulness of this plant was demonstrated by passing tobacco smoke
through it. The smoke vanished immediately, upon coming in contact
with the electricity.
Dr. Thomas' next topic was that
of insulation. Previous methods of
insulation have proven unsatisfactory
because · of their inability to stand
high temperatures. The new product,
which Westinghouse has almost perfected, will withstand extremely high
temperatures, is safe in industry, and
is more economical than other insulating mediums. The new "dry insulation" is mainly composed of asbestos,
treated with a fire-proof liquid. The
effectiveness and practicability of the
new product, as compared with that
of the old, was demonstrated with the
use of two coils, each insulated by
one of the two methods.
When a
great heat was reached, the older insulation went up in smoke, while the
new remained unharmed.
Polarized light and its future as a
method of preventing glare from auto
head-lamps, was the next item of discussion.
Polarized glass permits
only the light rays which are in one
plane to pass through. This property
can be applied to the head-lamps in
such a way that the light passing
through them will be in a different
plane than that of the windshield of
oncoming cars, thus eliminating any
glare whatsoever.
''Light Relay" or the "Electric Eye"
has become familiar to everyone. Dr.
Thomas demonstrated some of its unusual applications to practical devices.
By the use of "black light", the
Electric Eye can be used as an effective burglar alarm. When the beam
of light is broken, an alarm is immediately set off. He further demonstrated an automatic card separator,
which has been successfully applied
by large firms. This is accomplished
by the electric eye, whose ray is
broken by small holes in the cards.
Dr. Thomas then went on to display
the working of the new "Atom
Smasher", which is being built in the
Westinghouse plant. This machine,
when completed, will employ ten million volts of electricity.

SPORTS BANQUET

SHOWPLACE OF CONNECTICUT

Thurs • Fri • Sat • Sun
IN PERSON· ON STAGE
TWO HOLLYWOOD STARS

"Tarzan" of
the Screen
Handsome
Hollywood
Star of new
Flash Gordon
. Series

(Continued from page 1.)
Gold. Frank Jackson was awarded
the individual squash racquets trophy,
the third time in four years he has
won the title. The individual intra mural
swimming
medals
were
awarded to AI Secchiaroli, Monte
Williams, and Art Sherman.
After the banquet movies of the
1932 and 1936 Olympic games were
shown by Professor Thomas Cur.e tin,
swimming coach of Springfield College.

The Morning After

BUSTER CRABBE
The Voice of
"SNEEZY"
In "SNOW
WHITE"
Hollywood's
Favorite
Comic Chef

BILLY GILBERT

HEADING 90·MINUTE STAGE SHOW
PLUS TWO FEATURES ON SCREEN

Tune in on WTIC (each weekday morning) between 7 and 8
o'clock, for that inimitable waker·upper, Ben Hawthorne, and his
equally inimitable Bossie--bovine
. tonic for all ills.

G. FOX & CO.

Fraternity News
Delta Psi:
The Epsilon Chapter of the Fraternity of Delta Psi announces the initiation of Charles Tracy Cook, '41, of
Kingston, New Jersey.

at

TRINITY
DRUG COMPANY
1284 BROAD STREET
Special Prices to Students

TRINITY SQUASH TEAM
BEATEN BY DARTMOUTH
Ineligibility Claims Three Men
as Dartmouth Overwhelms
Blue and Gold, 5-0

Psi Upsilon
Monday, March 14-The Trinity
Wilson Haight, '37, visited the Col- squash team went down on its knees
lege over the week-end and stayed before the overwhelming onslaught
at the chapter house.
of the Dartmouth squash squad to a
score of 5-0, hampered by the inDelta Phi:
eligibility of some of its best players.
Three of the men lost their games
At a meeting of the I. K. A., predecessor of Delta Phi, on Wednesday by 3-0, while Bates and Benson
evening, March 16, the following men pushed their matches ,t o 4-1. The
were initiated:
squad consisted of Captain Jackson,
Pfaul J aspersohn, of Branford, Conn.
Evans Kirkly, of Allentown, Penna.
Theodore Ryder, of West Hartford,
Conn.
Lewis Sheen, of Springfield GarContinuous 2
dens, Long Island.
John L. Spangler, Jr., of Devon,
Penna.

Benson, Bates, Leon, and Widdifield.
Two of the better players that were
claimed by ineligibility were Blake
and Crocker. F,reshman ruling knoclred
Dick Gordon off t he squad.
This match brought the season to
a close. Having dropped a game to
the Hartford Golf Club "B" team to
the tune of 5-0, Trinity came back
with a 4-1 win over the same team.
They then marched on to take the
Hartford Club team 4-1, who w-ere
undefeated for two years running.
M. I. T. returned for another chance
to trample the Trin Blue and Golders.
Having taken Trin before with a
game score of 5-0, they returned
home not quite so exuberant with
a defeat of 4-1.

WEBSTER CINEMA

3 Days Only, Tues., Wed., Thurs., Mar. 22, 23,24

Delta Kappa Epsilon:
The Alpha Chi Chapter of Delta
Kappa Epsilon announces the initiation of Ernest Henry Heath, Jr., '40,
of Summit, New Jersey on Thursday,
March 10.
· Sigma Nu:
The Delta Chi Chapter of the
Sigma Nu Fraternity announces the
election of t heir new Senator, James
F. Carty, who has replaced Stephen
M. Truex in that o~~~ce.
During the past week-end of March
18, Robert A. Gilbert, Eminent Commander, Alfred W. Driggs, and Chapter Advisers, DonalQ. A. Dumont and
Raymond H. Segur, attended a New
England Sigma Nu Fraternity Confer:ence at Dartmou~h University.
The Chapter also. announces with
pleasure the recent pledging of Henry
R. Nickel, '40, and Lawrence B.
Marshall, '41.

The New 1938 SPORT
SHO ES
are m.

$2.85 and up

PACKARD
BOOT SHOP
218 Asylum Street, Hartford
Near the Aalyn Theatre

at

to

M[AYlEJRJLJ[NG
starring

CHARLES

Also March of Time-"INSIDE
NAZI GERMANY" and

Added Attraction, the Governmental, Docum:entary Film, The River
Coming Next Sunday, Monday, Tuesday-''WELLS FARGO"

~:!s
Good Food Brings Good Health

H Q N IS S

Visit our Famous Dining Room

22 State Street, Hartford, Conn.

FINE PIPES AND
FINE TOBACCOS
SOME BEAUTIFUL
STRAIGHT GRAINS

89 ASYLUM STREET

~ntial Jrinfi1t£J

Corner Main and Pearl Streets
Hartford, Conn.

"The House of Music"

DANIELLE

and

B 0 Y E R
DARRIEUX
For the best foreign film of 1937

HARTFORD
NATIONAL BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

McCOY'S Inc.

to 11 P. M.

The
NewYork Critics
award
FIRST PRIZE

PORTABLE AMPLIFYING
N-B-C TOBACCO
PHONOGRAPHS, TABLE
141 ASYLUM STREE:l'
RADIOS, PHONOGRAPHS,
Opposite
Bus Station Corner Trumbull
RECORDS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,

ALLYN-Now Playing - "Dangerous to Know", with Akim
Tamiroff and Gail Patrick. CoHit--Jack Oakie and Lily Pons
in "Hitting a New High."
E. M. LOEW'S - Now Playing"Prison Nurse", wi'th Henry
Wilcoxon and Marian Marsh.
Co-Hit--"Outside of Paradise",
with Phil Regan. Starts Friday
-"Lone Wolf in Paris", with
Francis Lederer and Frances ~
Drake.
STRAND - Held Over - "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs", in
technicolor. Third Week.

Announcements
Programs Branch-70 Farmington Avenue
Invitations
Distinctive
Personal Stationery
Printing & Bookbinding

Tickets

HUNTER PRESS
302 ASYLUM ST.

ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
NOW MAKE THEIR
HEADQUARTERS
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Tel. 2-7016

HILTON'S SERVICE
OFFICE MACHINES
Royal, Underwood, •
Corona Portables:
Typewriter Ribbons
and Carbon Paper.
Overhauling and
Repairing on all Makee
of Machines, Rentals.

Palace Theater Building
647 Main Street, at Gold, Hartford ·
Telephone 6-8012

The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co.
85 TRUMBULL STREET,

HARTFORD

Quality Book and Publication Printers
Since 1905

THE BOND PRESS, INC.
94 ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
Telephone 2-8901
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Dr. Shepard said that he felt shame,
FORUM MEETING
(Continued from page 1.)
disgust, and compassion upon witnessWar. Addison, who had read flow- ing Americans stampeded by propaery accounts of ancient battles, also ganda at the time of the World War.
praised war. He, too, had had IlO Men went willingly, convinced that
experience.
it w&s the right thing for them to do.
The World War was reported dif- Jail was their only alternative. This
ferently. Unlike Addison, Siegfried is not true today. We know about
Sassoon went to war for three years war today. We are to some degree
and wrote prose and poetry about it skeptical. Two depressions, unpaid
which cut to the quick. His writing war debts, the spectacle of a "world
and the writings of hundreds of young safe for democracy" form a sad picmen represented true reports. They ture of what war can do for us. The
wrote of the ugliness, the stupidity, results of war are that pensions have
and the brutality of war. There was to be paid by the present generation
a new kind of war and a new kind of and posterity.
Furthermore, the
reporting.
War, in its true light, wounded, and it takes courage to look
was described by those who saw its at some of them, must be cared for.
terror, its cold, its mud, and lice.
That was a war of machines more
than men. In short, it was a tedious
war, with no chance for personal
glory. The fact that young men ex- .
posed it has made a difference. Old
men and even women still feel that
war is glorious, but people that count
have given up the thought that war
is glorious. They see it as horror,
monotony, and misery. They see it
as a terror which may wreck us all,
even the treasures of civilizatior•.
The difference between the past and
the present is that now war is hated
and feared.
Of what significance is this new
attitude?
The Italians went to
Ethiopia. The Americans would go
to war. It would seem that this feeling for peace has no influence on the
individual. It would seem that men
are "putty in the hands of profiteers."

What about the heart and nerves?
Concerted propaganda would build up
war spirit in three months.
This
general opinion is, according to Dr.
Shepard, untrue. One reason for this
belief is that William Filene left a
sum of money to be used for the
study and analysis of propaganda.
Consequently, a magazine is being
published which exposes the technique, the art, and craft of the propagandist which is studied by psychology specialists. In a recent issue of
"Look" a very t elling series of pictures, showing how "German atrocities" were manufactured in thirdstory flats in Paris to poison the
minds of Americans before our entry

into the World War, was printed.
Professor Shepard felt that this was
especially significant as this magazine, created to address the man in
the street, showed itself, in spite of
comparative newness, unafraid to
take a position opposite such a powerful factor as propaganda.
The
analyzing of propaganda shows how
the trap is made and how it works.
Progress is found in the fact that
such propaganda would not be swallowed again. The task of the educated man is to spread the knowledge
of this trick.
The danger is that often the people
have nothing to say about the declaration of war.
Our hope for peace

lies in the preservation of a form of
government of which the people are
in control.
Therefore democracy
must be preserved. We would go to
war to save democracy and the traditions for which our forefathers have
fought during the pas!; three hundred
years.
Freedom is worth fighting
for. Russia does not know the meaning of freedom.
An alliance with
this country would mean entangling
ourselves with a nation which we cannot completely trust. Russia is not
a permanent power for peace. Dr.
Shepard closed by saying that he
makes no choice between Fascism and
Communism, but rather says "a
curse on both your houses."
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ORGAN RECITAL
In the second of a series of organ recitals P rofessor Clarence E.
Watters will play selections from
the works of Charles Marie Widor
at 8.15 this evening in the College
Chapel. On March 29 Professor
Watters will play from the works
of Louis Vierne.
EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY SPORT.
Special Discount& to Trinity Studenta.
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PATRONIZE . ...
the COLLEGE STORE

You carry Chesterfields
in your own special case ... or you
may prefer the attractive all-white
Chesterfield package. In any case
you're supplied for a day of real
smoking pleasure.
Fill your case with Chesterfields
• .. for that refreshing mildness ...
that pleasing taste and aroma that
so many smokers like.

This is the store your
father and grandfather
patronized. Here you
can get a good, quick
Lunch, Ice Cream, and
Delicatessen articles.

MAX SCHER, Prop.
'

The Oldest Store near the
Campus is located at

Chesterfield's mild ripe tobaccos •••
home-grown and aromatic Turkish
• • . and pure cigarette paper are the
best ingredients a cigarette can have.

BROAD AND VERNON STS.

It's Good Business
TO HAVE A
CHECKING ACCOUNT
Paying by check helps you
keep an accurate record of
expenditures and provides
an automatic receipt for
bills paid. Let us explain
fully about a personal
checking account.
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